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Abstract - In this paper we briefly describe a system for
particles size distribution and identification. Efforts are
directed to accurately classify blood and HIV cells from
microscopic images. A chain of image processing methods is
implemented, this includes windowed threshold, adaptive
edge preserving segmentation and best fitting by ellipses. At
same time, tonality morphology is used in order to help on the
classification and counting detected shapes. Experimental
results illustrate the system performance.
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I.     INTRODUCTION

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is the causative
agent of AIDS. The most common type is known as HIV-
1 and it is the infectious agent that has led to the
worldwide AIDS epidemic. There is also an HIV-2 type
that is much less common and less virulent, but produces
clinical effects similar to HIV-1. The HIV-1 type itself
has a number of subtypes (A through H and O) [1]. HIV
can be seen at medium and low magnification on figure 1.

Earliest HIV (AIDS seropositive) diagnoses is
essential. Although the number of HIV particles in the
bloodstream falls during clinical latency, the virus is yet
detectable and its number is important. After the initial
peak, the virus reaches a "setpoint" during latency. This
set point predicts the time of onset of clinical disease.
Once AIDS develops, patients rarely survive more than
two years without chemotherapeutic intervention. The
declines in deaths among persons with AIDS since 2001

were caused primarily by the slower progression of HIV-
associated immune deficiency among persons who used
the highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART) [2].

To monitoring the status of the infection and evaluating
the HAART effectiveness, laboratory test are periodically
recommended to seropositive people. A CD4 count and a
viral load test are ordered when a person is first diagnosed
with HIV as part of a baseline measurement. Both tests
should be repeated about four weeks after starting
HAART. If treatment is maintained, a CD4 count should
be performed every three to four months thereafter [3].

The CD4 count is also used to identify possible health
problems and to determine which medications might be
helpful. When the CD4 count drops below 200/microliter,
then the stage of clinical AIDS has been reached. This is
the point at which the characteristic opportunistic
infections appear. With less than 1000 copies/ml of blood,

Fig.1: On left image: HIV particles: the central core and the
outer envelope can be noted. On right image arrows showing

the relevant nuclei



disease will probably occur. Near the end stage of AIDS,
CD8+ cells also decline precipitously [2].

This work presents a system to aid histopathologists on
detection of HIV evidences in possible contaminated
biological laboratory tests. The implemented system is the
result of many tested approaches based not only on
conventional morphological size distribution but use also
empirical specially developed estimators.

II. COUNTING CELLS BY MATHEMATICAL
MORPHOLOGY

Morphology (the study of the form of objects) is very
important for image processing. It simplifies an image by
removing irrelevant details and noises with which the
essential characteristics of the form of objects remain
intact [4]. Then its helps on objects recognition. To
extract and counting relevant cells , the used algorithm
consists of three steps: definition of the region of interest
(ROI), definition of the cells of HIV (CHIV) and
granulometry. All this process are based on methods of
mathematical morphology: intersection, subtraction,
complement, dilation, erosion, opening, closing and
isolated shadows' deletion method [5-7].

The region of interest (ROI) must contain only
complete cells above a dark or light background. The first
step on the process is the use of morphological
reconstruction from the marker, that is at this stage placed
in the image frame. The reconstruction detects all cells
that touch the image frame. It is possible then subtract this
from the original to get only the cells not touching the
image frame (or its borders). As shown on figure 2.

To extract the cells of HIV (CHIV) morphological
reconstruction can also be used. This uses the visual
aspect of these cells (Fig. 1). The marker must be placed
over each cell nucleus (Fig. 3). Nuclei can be found
automatically looking for darkest pixels surrounded by
lighter area inside a bounder. The result of this
reconstruction enhances HIV cells and subtract the others
from the image.

For morphological operations on gray level images
we use sets in EN. The first (N-1) coordinates
conventionally form the spatial domain and the last
coordinate is for the surface. For gray level images N=3,
the first two coordinates of an element in a set are the

(x,y) in the image and the third is the gray level. Concepts
such as top or top-surface of a set and the shadow (umbra)
of a surface are used in the definitions of the operations.

Let A be ⊆ EN and define the domain of A as:
D = { x ∈ EN-1  | there is a y∈E, (x,y)∈A}
The top or top-surface of A is a function  T[A]:D →

E:   T[A] (x) = Max { y | (x,y) ∈A }
Set B ( B ⊆ EN-1 × E) is a shadow if and only if:

(x,y)∈B ⇒(x,z)∈B for every z ≤y
Let f : D → E be a function, then  U[f] ( U[f] ⊆ D ×

E ) the shadow set of f: U[f] = {(x,y) ∈ D × E | y ≤ f(x) }
Let F,K ⊆ EN-1 domains and f: F → E  and  k : K →

E the functions belonging to it. Then dilation can be
defined as: f ⊕ k = T [ U[f] ⊕ U[k] ] thus (f ⊕ k )(x) =
max { z ∈ K, x-z ∈ F | f(x-z) + k(z) }

Erosion is defined as: f    k = T [U[f]    U[k] ]  thus
(f     k)(x) = min { z ∈K, x+z ∈ F  |  f(x+z) - k (z) }

In above dilation and erosion expression k is named
structuring element Both presents the erosion-dilation
duality property:
(f     k)c (x) = (fc ⊕ kr ) (x) with fc(x)= -f(x) and fr(x)=f(-x)

Opening and closing are defined as:
f ο k = (f     k ) ⊕ k          f • k = (f ⊕ k )    k

Thus opening and closing are idem potent operations.
Open and close also presets the duality property:

-(f ο k) = (-f) • kr            f • k = - ( (-f) ο kr)
Duality presents rich practical consequences, for

example we can extract light details on dark background
without affecting the same type of details when they
appear on a light background. This technique have been
implemented for gray scale images [7]. But here they are
used on color microscopy.

The mentioned morphological reconstruction is the
main operation used. It inserts the concept of connectivity
in images. Image reconstruction is equivalent of a painting
process everyone has experienced using some painting
packages with the flood fill color tool. The user picks a
color and touches a region on the image. Everything that
is connected to that point will become colored. In
morphology, the selected point is named the marker and
the reconstructed image are all the points that were
colored. The image reconstruction can be built by an
infinite sequence of dilation and intersection, until the

Fig. 2: Detection cells on the image border that is not
complete because they touch the acquired limits

Fig. 3: Detection of HIV cells:that with back nucleus inside.



result is idempotent, or reaches a stability. The
combination of dilation and intersection is called
conditional dilation.

In the definition of the region of interest (ROI), the
marker is the vertical lines of the image right and left
border plus the horizontal lines in the bottom and top
image limits. The conditioning image is the original image
minus the background color that is the image of the cells.
After applying successive conditional tonal dilations, we
note that the marker invades the conditional image,
mimicking the same behavior of the flood fill effect in the
painting packages. The process continues until the case
that if another conditional dilation is applied, the result is
the same. Note that the result are the cells in the image
that are connected to the border lines (the marker). So the
reconstruction detects all the pixels that are connected to
the markers. The reconstruction of the image detects all
the cells that touch the image frame. It is possible then, to
subtract this from the original (top-hat morphological
operation) to get the cells not touching the image frame.

To extract the cells of HIV (CHIV) a marker is
placed over each cell nuclei by negating their darkest
pixel inside the cell image. The result of the
reconstruction then enhances each single HIV cell
(because its dark nuclei) surrounded by the eliminated
pixels of the background. It is possible so to detect each
single HIV cell (figure 3). By choosing a proper threshold
and repetition of the process all relevant cells can be
detected in the image.

Reconstruction has anti-extensive and crescent
properties [5]. It has all the features of an opening and it
is considered an algebraic opening [6]. Reconstruction is
used also on the implemented granulometry (after each
openings or closings) to count only complete cells. The
example on figure 4 illustrates the power of the
implementation in cells identification.

Color is a very important point on cell or nucleotides
identification. In many cases different hue easily identify
the HIV nuclei from others virus particles or blood or also
the CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Moreover, indicators are
frequently used to strength or determine by titration with a
standard substance how much of the plasma virus is
defective or neutralized. We use de HSV color space for
better definition of intensity and saturation changes on the
same hue. In this case after definition of the elements to
be considered (COI CHIV) or subtracted from the images
(the background color for instance) tonal granulometry
using openings or closings (or anti-granulometry) are
performed [10].

Color images can be seen as numerical functions on
Ζn. In Mathematical Morphology numerical functions can
be dealt in terms of their umbrae or sub-graphs. On both
cases a set of Z is associated with the function on Zn. Z2 x
Z is the 2-dimensional Euclidian space to which the
dimension t have been added. This t is called gray tone
axis and is perpendicular to the others image coordinates.

Serra [7] presents practical implementations for the
opening and closing operations on gray scale images on
Ζ2 x Ζ. In the HSV color space, color images can be seen
as 3 numerical functions on  Ζ2xΖ where each time t
represent a value on H (Hue), on S (Saturation) or on V
axis [8]. Color images can also be represented as one
Ζ2xΖ3 numerical function, that is the 2-dimensional
Euclidian space to which 3 new axis: t, u and v have been
added. These can be called intensity level on H, V or S
axis and they are each one perpendicular to the others
image coordinates. All used structuring element are
derived in the form mentioned in [7]: that is, we use
segments and polyhedral forms, which take the place of
the ball shaped structuring elements of gray level images.

The example on Fig. 4 illustrates the power of the
implementation on color image considering a low
magnification lamina, on the left frame is the original
image on examination. In  the center frame is the result,
where different identified cells can be seen with different
colors. This resulting image can be merged with the
original for user approval before the counting process.

III. Cells detection by mixed techniques

Figure 5 shows results using image processing
techniques that includes background extraction by the
user pointed color, windowed threshold, adaptive edge
preserving segmentation and best fitting by ellipses. The
previous mentioned method on HSV color space was also
used here. To subtract regions without interest for the
image to be used on the next step. Only ROI is used, this
is obtained as mentioned in last section After this the
image consists of only foreground elements (top left
frame on Fig. 5). These foreground elements are
transformed from color to binary using 100 sub-windows,
that is the image's horizontal and vertical resolution were
divided by 10 in each direction. On the center top frame
of Fig. 5, the detected shapes (on left bottom frame) are
shown on colors for an easy visualization Best elliptical
neighbor of the cells found is added to the original image
(see center bottom frame of Fig 5) if this option is on use
in the implemented system. On the right window of this

Fig. 4: System interface with result of cells detection
using morphologic techniques



figure some tested images are shown. The original image
on test is that shown on bottom of the right frame, this is
an image with the same magnification of that on Fig. 1
right. Each form result presentation can be merged with
the original image for user better visualization and
approval before the counting stage (granulometry).

Edge extraction of HIV and blood cells is performed
after the thresholding process by consideration of the
connectivity among pixels. Since it is difficult to decide
whether a color will be zero or one, different methods
have been tested for adequate threshold definition like
Otsu multi-level and adaptive statistical mean [9]. But
these kind of images are not bimodal and the average
level in a small regions perform the best results. So the
mentioned sub-window process is the approach finally
used.

The cell count results can be presented by number of
cells (vertical axis) versus cell diameter in pixels
(horizontal axis) or relatively to its frequency on the
images (vertical axis) versus a function of its real
diameter (horizontal axis) [7]. This function is named phi
size and represent -log 2 φ , where φ is the cell diameter.
Figures 6 shows this.

IV. Conclusions

During the last 10 years, groups with less access to
medical care have been affected more and more by the
HIV epidemic. Nowadays, the population living with
diagnosed HIV has been increased due to the HAART.
But, periodical cell exams are essential for the success of
this. We propose a new combinations of algorithm for
extracting the HIV cells on counting tests. It is used in a
implemented system to add laboratory exams. It uses
images processing techniques and morphology filters to
the previous acquired microscopic images. Although
mathematical reconstruction is needed in the process of
automatic extraction of ROI from the microscopic images.
The correct definition of this ROI preset the more
complex aspect on the analysis. Because cells can be
connect to each other the correct image dependent aspect.

Results of our experiments show that it was possible
to extract and count HIV cells by both techniques.
However, each one presents particular aspects more or
less suitable for special types and color of cells.
Moreover, they complement each other on cell
identification. The extraction of number of virus, or blood
cells by the proposed algorithm provides valuable
information for the differential diagnosis of HAART
therapy. Techniques here presented for cell-size statistics
can be used in others types of cells analysis whether the
nuclei are relevant. If the center of nuclei in the image of
the cells are slightly lighter than the dark pixels of the
cells you can invert the process and use a similar
approach (due the dual property) with the gray scale value
inverted.
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Fig.6: Granulometry result for the image of figure 5.

Fig. 5: System interface and typical steps on over detection of
the cell nuclei the counting process.
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